
WHJI 2014 Semi finals 

 

After 17 rounds of Swiss the final result was:  

 
 

Norway, Israel and Germany A had quite some VP to spare, but Denmark tied with Poland in 4
th
  place. 

Because Denmark had beaten Poland U20 in the Swiss they were allowed to go to the semis. Austria 

and Hungary were also very close at only 1 VP.  

 

The line-up for the semi finals therefore was:  

 

Norway – Denmark 

Israel – Germany A 

 

Semi final session 1 

 
The first board already had the potential of a big swing with North-South being able to make 6♣, 

though it’s not that great a contract. Hegge and Bakke got involved very much in the Denmark-

Norway match, reaching 5♠. The defense just cashed its winners for down three, NS +500.  



 
At the other table North-South were allowed to play in 5♣, but Eide showed he could have made six if 

required. He drew trumps and ruffed his 2
nd

 spade, then cashed the diamond winners, pitching a heart 

from the North hand. Finally he played ♥Ace and another heart so West had to give a ruff and discard. 

2 IMPs to Denmark.  

 

Both Israel and Germany reached the slam:  

 
 

Grünke ruffed the spade lead and first cashed the ♥Ace, making it much more difficult for East to 

unblock in case it was required. He then also drew trumps, and eliminated diamonds and spades, then 

exited with the heart. West was endplayed again and the slam came home.  

 

 
 

Argelazi got the spade lead, drew trumps and then cashed two diamonds and the ♥Ace. Then the same 

endplay made sure the board pushed.  

 

Board 2 looked like a matter of undertricks in 2♠ for East-West, yet Hegge for Norway managed to 

make the contract on a poor defense. This gave Norway 4 IMPs, leading 4-2. Israel took 2 IMPs for 

the extra undertrick, making it 2-0.  

 

Board 3 gave the lead back to Germany:  

 

 



 
 

Ezion decided he had nothing to bid when Zamir reopened with DBL over 3♦. His diamond lead was 

won with the five and declarer cashed the 2
nd

 diamond to lead a club. West won and played ♥Queen to 

the King. Now declarer just drew trumps and set up the clubs to make his contract. NS +470. 

 

 
 

At the other table Braun opened a strong club and then just bid what he wanted to play. Argelazi led 

his spade and Tarnovski inserted the 10 to the King. Declarer drew trumps playing Ace and Queen to 

North’s King. North tried ♦Ace, ruffed. Declarer had to lose all his spades from here, making only five 

trumps, one spade and two club tricks. Down two, NS +200, but still 7 IMPs to Germany.  

In the Denmark vs. Norway match Norway won 3 IMPs for 4♥ -1 against 4♥ -2.  



 
 

Eide and Ellingsen were the only North-South pair to miss this excellent game, giving Denmark 10 

IMPs. Norway took one overtrick IMP back in 2♠ on board 5. In the other match the swing was a bit 

bigger though: 

 

 
Argelazi and Tarnovski competed to 3♦, making for +110.  

 



The 1♦-opening meant North-South never found their fit, so East-West were allowed to play in 2♠, 

also making. +110 from both tables meant 6 IMPs to Israel, now leading 8-7.  

Those 6 IMPs came back to Germany A when Ezion went one down in 3♠ which was made by 

Eggeling at the other table on board 6. Norway won 4 IMPs for defeating both 4♣ and 3♠, leveling the 

match at 12-12.  

 

Board 7 was another large swing:  

 
 

Dennis Bilde thought more of Rasmus Jepsen’s diamond suit when he opened 3♦ and took a shot at 

3NT. No miracle happened and the contract eventually drifted five off, NS +500. 

 

 
 

In the other room Peter Jepsen opened a weak 2♥. North went on to game and Bakke doubled. Hegge 

led his singleton spade to the Ace. Declarer next advanced the Queen of hearts which held the trick. A 

small heart to Jack and Ace. Declarer next played on spades, West winning the third round to play a 

club to Queen and Ace. Declarer played a high spade from dummy, but Bakke could ruff with his 

small trump, eventually scoring the ♥King and a club. One down, NS -200 gave Norway 12 IMPs, up 

by 24-12.  

 



 
 

In the other match Zamir opened 3♦ too, but here Ezion did not venture 3NT over 3♠. Vikjord raised to 

4♠ and Ezion decided it was time to double. He led the ♦Ace, and played back a second round to the 

the King, with a club being pitched from dummy. Declarer next played the Queen of hearts to the King 

and Ace to run the nine of clubs to the King. Ezion gave his partner a heart ruff now and a third round 

of diamonds promoted a trump trick for down two. NS -500. 

 

 
 

At the other table Braun even opened 4♦, but the same final contract was reached as Argelazi 

overcalled 4♠ and Eggeling doubled. Eggeling also led ♦Ace but switched to a club when Braun 

contributed the ♦2. The club went to Queen and Ace. Declarer next played ♠Ace and ♠ Jack to East’s 

King. Eggeling exited with her third trump. Argelazi now ran his trumps and diamond King. All 

Eggeling had to do is keep a small club to score a heart trick in the end. When she pitched all her small 

clubs however Argelazi could give her the ♣ King to lead away from the King of hearts, so the 

contract was suddenly made for +790. Along with the 500 from the other table this meant 15 IMPs to 

Israel, leading 23-13 now.  

 

Board 8 required some high level decision making.  

 
 

Braun passed and Argelazi opened a weak 2♥. Eggeling bid 4♣, showing clubs and spades and Braun 

bid 4♠ over 4♥. Tarnovski took the push to 5♥ and when this came round to her Eggeling doubled, 



having no extra shape and enough defensive potential to set 5♥. She led a high club and the defense 

eventually score a spade, a diamond and two club tricks for down two, NS -300.  

At the other table 5♥ was not doubled, but went 3 off, for 150 and 4 IMPs to Germany A.  

 

Denmark picked up an overtrick IMP in a peaceful 4♠.  

The IMP came back to Norway on the next board and they also gained 3 IMPs on board 10 for setting 

4♥ two tricks against one.  

Germany A took 7 IMPs as Israel missed 3NT on board 9, and no IMPs were swung at board 10. 

Germany A now led by 24 -23.  

 

On board 11 bidding got high again:  

 

 
In Israel vs. Germany both tables played in 4♥ doubled. Zamir for Israel went three off, with Eggeling 

just one down, so 9 IMPs to Germany A. 

Dennis Bilde and Rasmus Jepsen bid up to 5♥ over 4♠. One down doubled in the end.  

Bakke and Hegge for Norway allowed 4♠ to play. Also one down, so a 4 IMP pick-up for the 

Norwegians.  

 

Israel also missed a game on board 12, so that was another 7 IMPs to Germany A.  

 

Board 13 was an interesting slam hand:  

 
7♣ is a fine contract basically needing only clubs to behave and avoiding an early ruff as you can 

usually set up a long spade for the 13
th
 trick.  



 

Argelazi (N) Tarnovski (S) 

2♣  3♣ 

3♠  4♣ 

4♦ *  5♣ 

6♣  pass 

 

Argelazi opened a strong 2♣ and Tarnovski showed his good club suit. Argelazi in turn showed his 

spades and Tarnovski rebid his clubs again. 4♦ might have been a cuebid, but South had told enough 

he felt, so he signed-off in 5♣. North raised to 6♣ now, probably expecting the clubs to be a little 

worse than they were. The 4-1 club break meant this was high enough. 

Grünke – Vikjord reached 6NT and made all tricks after the lead of a small club. This added 3 IMPs to 

the German lead. As the final board was flat in 4♥ +1, Germany A had won the first set by 43-23 IMPs.  

 

Ellingsen and Eide did manage to reach 7♣ without much trouble. 

Eide (N) Ellingsen (S) 

2♣  3♣ 

3♠  4♣ 

4NT  5♠ 

7♣  pass 

 

Bidding started along the same line, but when South rebid his clubs North just checked for keycards an 

bid the grand slam when he heard what he wanted to hear. Cruelty struck as the other table only 

reached 4♠. So 13 IMPs to Denmark.  

 

The final board was also flat in this match, only without the overtrick, so Norway took the lead by 32-

26 IMPs.  

 

Results semifinal session 1:  

 

Norway – Denmark  32 – 26 

Israel – Germany A  23 – 43  

 

 

 

 

 


